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Summary:

Befimmo S.C.A.

Credit Rating: BBB/Stable/A-2

Rationale

The ratings on Belgium-based property investment company Befimmo S.C.A. reflect the strong quality of the

company's portfolio of commercial real estate, which produces resilient cash flow streams. This is the result of the

good quality of the company's assets, which are leased on long contracts to strong tenants; overall positive

indexation in the lease portfolio; and very limited exposure to speculative developments over the cycle. These

strengths are tempered by the cyclical nature of the office real estate market, the low-yield nature of real estate

assets, and the company's aggressive capital structure and slightly more ambitious investment activity.

Befimmo's €1.9 billion property portfolio comprises office assets mainly focused on the Brussels market. Befimmo

has a large, diversified property portfolio with average lease maturity of about nine years and a tenant base with

strong credit quality--about two-thirds of rental income now comes from the public sector (mainly the Belgian state).

Standard & Poor's Ratings Services believes these high-quality, cash producing assets have a stronger ability to

retain value and attract new tenants. Despite a more challenging environment, at June 30, 2008, Befimmo reported a

slight increase in like-for-like portfolio valuation (up 0.3%) and improved its occupancy rate to 97.5%, from 95.1%

in September 2007.

Befimmo recently strengthened its debt profile by signing a €300 million, five-year syndicated credit facility. It used

the proceeds to repay the €225 million bridge loan (maturing in December 2008) that it had used to fund the

Fedimmo transaction in December 2006. Following this refinancing, average debt maturity was extended to four

years.

The company's loan-to-value (LTV) ratio was 49% as of June 30, 2008, a level which is commensurate with a 'BBB'

rating given the group's business risk profile. In addition, although many rated peers have a more comprehensive

hedging package relying heavily on pure interest rate swaps with longer average durations, Befimmo still has a

satisfactory hedging strategy, consisting of a combination of caps and swaps. Overall, Befimmo's interest rate

hedging policy is to have 50%-75% of total debt fixed or hedged over three to five years.

Befimmo's tax-exempt status as a SICAFI (a Belgian tax-transparent vehicle) currently imposes maximum gearing of

65%. Befimmo is nevertheless aiming to operate at about 50% over the cycle, although leverage could temporarily

increase slightly following large acquisitions.

Liquidity

Befimmo's liquidity is adequate and has improved following the aforementioned refinancing of the bridge facility.

The group now has no large debt maturities before 2011, which supports the ratings.

Financial debt also includes bilateral credit lines and a €400 million commercial paper program, fully backed by

undrawn committed facilities. In addition to these backup credit lines, Befimmo had €275 million of other undrawn

committed credit lines, of which €125 million has a maturity beyond 2010.
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Although the group has some exposure to financing provided by Fortis and Dexia, we do not expect any

refinancing, early repayment, or renegotiation of these credit lines.

Since Befimmo's free cash flows are distributed to shareholders, existing and future debt is likely to be refinanced

rather than repaid. Maintenance of adequate backup liquidity resources is therefore important.

Outlook

The stable outlook reflects the stability provided by Befimmo's good-quality and relatively large real estate portfolio.

We expect that Befimmo will maintain an EBITDA interest-coverage ratio of more than 2x and a ratio of debt to

EBITDA of a maximum of 10x. The company's LTV is likely to remain at about 50% and we expect Befimmo to

maintain adequate hedging and backup credit lines to limit any interest-rate-related risks in the medium to long

term.

Rising interest rates, low economic growth, increasing vacancies, or deteriorating rents and values in Brussels could

put pressure on the ratings as they would have an adverse impact on both cash flows and asset values. On the other

hand, rating upside is limited by the company's financial leverage targets.
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